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Being transcribed by Michael Davidson is a very important skill in many efforts and businesses. Converting speech to text can be done automatically or manually, but either way, speed and accuracy are of vital importance. Manual transcription is a skill used by court reporters and administrative assistants
on a day-to-day while requiring considerable practice and experience for effective mastery. Transcription programs are sometimes useful, but it depends a lot on the clarity of the original audio source, as a program will not interpret accents or low sound quality effectively that the human ear can. In any
case, converting recorded speech to text requires patience. Play recording and typing words that are spoken as best you can to a word processing program on a computer. You may need to stop recording every now and then to catch up. If you're not good at typing yourself, see if a friend can do the
typing for you. Run spell reviews in transcription after you have finished typing to find and correct any errors. Play the recording back, and read along with the speech. Correct any mistakes that you go through as you go through to ensure accuracy. Download voice recognition software. Wave to Text is a
program that offers a limited version of its software for free that transcribed audio into text. Dragon Naturally Speaking is another program boasting a 99 percent accuracy rate when converting speech into text. Install the app on your system. Activate the software, and play the recording to the microphone
so the software can choose it. The software will then convert what it hears to text that you can go back to and edit if needed. By Louise Ball If you're more comfortable talking than writing, you might prefer to record your voice and then convert your spoken words into text -- without being forced to resort to
typing. This is useful for writing anything from a book to a memoir entry. In the past, he had to hire a professional assistant or transcription dictation to perform this function. Now you may save some money and time using your software. Use Vocaroo to record your voice. It's a browser-based recorder too -
-- you need Adobe Flash Player installed on your computer. The tool allows you to access your flash player to start the recording process. Once you have finished, you will receive a link to the audio recording in SWF format (Flash). Record your voice using audacity, a free tool available to download online.
You can use this on multiple operating systems, including Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems. Connect the microphone to your computer to both record and edit your sound using this software. Generates audio in a variety of output formats including WMA, M4A and MP3. Create your own voice
recorder using MP3 audio recording and standard microphone compatible with line jack on Computer. The software, which works on Windows 7 and Vista, generates audio files in MP3, WMA or WAV formats. You can play the file using any compatible MP3 player, including Real Player and QuickTime.
Convert your audio file to text using Nuance Dragon naturally speaking. It's a standalone software program that you need to download to your PC and use it along with a microphone. Train the app to recognize your voice first, and then play your recorded audio file to transfer to text in a word processing



program. Choose from four program versions with different dictionaries and ---, preferred, professional or legal voice recognition software. Use Windows Speech Recognition software to transfer voice messages to text. The program comes standard with windows vista operating --- you just need a high
quality microphone and word processing program. You may also have to upload audio files to record playback compatible with digital audio files and hold it to the microphone to transfer speech to text. Then you can email the word processing file to your recipient. Use Jott to convert your audio recording to
text. To perform the conversion, you need to call an audio system or speak or play your audio recording to the phone. The service translates information into a text message. The choice of three account options --- the length of the authorized voice message varies depending on the account type. You can
have an email text file directly to your computer to send or save. If you send more text messages and photos with your smartphone than you actually put in calls, it may already have a favorite free app or SMS service that you prefer. After all, SMS and MMS cost to send (and sometimes, to get), and if you
can do it for free using mobile or Wi-Fi data, why won't you? This week we are going to look at five of the best alternative SMS apps and services, based on their nominations. Earlier in the week we asked you which alternative SMS apps you prefer when you want to communicate with friends without
spending a ton of money. You answered with a ton of big engagements, but we only have room for the top five here, which is what you said, in no particular order:No wonder a lot of people use their phones to text the way more they use them to... Read moreWhatsAppG/O Media may get a
commissionPhilips Hue Smart Bulb 3 PackWhatsApp is a cross-platform messaging system that supports Android, iOS, Windows Phone, and Blackberry devices, among others. The service is sponsored by hundreds of millions of active users, allowing you to send text, photo, and audio/video messages
to individuals and groups for free using mobile or Wi-Fi data. Once it is installed, the app will compare all phone numbers on your phone against well-known users and add friends to you List. Messages to any other WhatsApp user are completely free (as long as you have the current WhatsApp
subscription). Like most services of this nature, WhatsApp cannot send or receive messages from non-WhatsApp users, and if you need to communicate with a friend who doesn't use WhatsApp, you'll be back in traditional SMS or MMS. WhatsApp is free to download and use for the first year, and you'll
get a $0.99/yr subscription so it needs to continue using it. ViberViber may be a solid SMS replacement service, but it actually does more than just text and video messages. It cross-platform, and supports Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Blackberry, and more, and even features desktop customers for
WIndows and OS X so you can send, receive, and track your messages on your PC as well as on your mobile device. Viber also has millions of users, and in addition to text and photo messages, it allows you to exchange video and voice messages and even makes VoIP calls to other Viber users (Viber
can't communicate with non-Viber users). All of these connections are free as long as someone you are talking to is a Viber user. When you install it, the book app scans your address book for phone numbers (since all Viber users are registered by number) and syncs any other Viber users with your
friends list. Viber of course uses Wi-Fi and mobile data, and bypasses any SMS restrictions or fees imposed by your carrier. Viber is completely free and ad-free. ChompSMS/TextraChompSMS and Textra are both Android-only, from similar developers, but they have very different apps. ChompSMS is a
simple, minimal, and functional SMS replacement service. Instead of sending messages through your carrier network as SMS, Chomp can use your network to send text messages to anyone you want-regardless of whether they are using ChompSMS—for your rate. This service is ideal for people who
have prepayed plans or which carriers that you have to pay a ton for text messages, and you can check your rates here to see if it will be affordable for you to sign up. The upside is that you can send messages to anyone, no matter what service they use, but the downside is that it still costs money. It's
also important to mention that Chomp is more than showing his age —developers largely (out of bugfixes and including) abandon it in favor of his new project, Textra. Textra is a little more modern, supports MMS and group messages, and has more modern features, but it's really just an alternative to your
existing SMS interface, as it sends messages via its traditional carrier SMS and MMS channels. Facebook MessengerFacebook is closing on a billion active users, and Facebook Messenger allows you to communicate with any other Facebook user for free And bypass traditional SMS and MS channels
completely. Facebook Messenger app supports Android, iOS, and Blackberry, and Gives you a mobile version of Facebook messages going on. You can use it to communicate with friends on Facebook who also use the app, or you can use it to send and receive messages with friends who don't use
Facebook at all. Facebook Messenger also has a Windows desktop client that allows you to keep up with messages you send via Facebook without picking up your phone. Depending on where you are, you can use Facebook Messenger with just one name and phone number, and even if the app is not
installed, you can reply to messages sent to you using Messenger by verifying your phone number with Facebook. The app supports text, images and location sharing and even Wi-Fi voice calls. It works best when any you know is also using Facebook Messenger (and will cost you a dime if they do), but
it won't stop you if they're not (in which case it's your message to traditional route channels). Google Voice/Google HangoutsGoogle Voice and Google Hangouts operate in very different ways, but we decided to combine them because Hangouts is very clearly the direction that Google is interested to
going, and Voice may very well come along for the ride. Sound, among its many other benefits, gives you a way to send and receive SMS without going through your carrier's SMS channels, seeing and replying to them on your computer in your Google Voice account. Hangouts on the other hand offers
fully data and Wi-Fi-driven text alternatives, which are more like a combination of IM, group SMS, location sharing, photo sharing, and more, all on your iOS or Android smartphone and on desktop via any Google or Google Talk service.While sound can still make calls And those calls are completely free
(inside the U.S. and Canada, international calls are subject to Google rates, but almost always below carrier rates), SMS messages sent to your Google voice number live on Google Voice, and messages sent between Google Talk/Hangouts users staying in the Hangouts app. Both types of messages are
available online, but most people consider it just a matter of time before integration, especially since Google Voice users can answer calls using Hangouts (although you can't put outgoing calls from Hangouts). However, if you have an Android phone or Hangouts installed (or any Google service opened in
the desktop web browser), you can instantly chat, send photos and video, bring other people in conversation, and even start a video call entirely for free. If you prefer using a service to send SMS that doesn't cost you money and doesn't go through your carrier, Google Voice is a great option too. Gmail
users taste Google's new Hangouts feature this week, but it turns out that it has... Read more there when you have it. Now that You saw it, it's time to put them on a 10-0 th over. Community of interest. Honorable mentions this week go out to the line, which is incredibly popular in Japan, where it is based.
It's not limited to Japan though — it has more than 200 million users in more than 40 countries, and offers free calls, text, image, video, and voice messages. It supports Android, iOS, and Windows Phone, as well as features desktop customers for Windows and OS X, so you can keep up with your friends
on your desktop while charging your smartphone or away from your fingertips. These top five are missed by a few nominations, but those of you who nominate it praise it for its ease of use and personalization options. It's also worth noting that Glyph, which has already been covered, is not so much a full
SMS replacement service like most of the above, but it allows you to create a abs that protects your identity, and send fully encrypted chats to anyone else. The key is, you need to know their abaya to use it, and as a reward, the service allows you to send bitcoin payments to other people. How useful that
is actually to you. However, the ability to create one-time addresses and encrypted chats is good. iOS/Android: Gliph is a service that produces anonymous, disposable email addresses for when you... Read more something to say about one of the contenders? Do you want to make this file for your
personal favorite, even if it wasn't included in the list? Remember, the top five are based on their most popular nomination of calls for the issue of contenders from earlier in the week. Don't just sue the top five, let us know what the alternative you're looking for—and make your case for it—in the
discussions below. Five bedos are based on the singer's nomination. As with most of the five-post beano, if your favorite was left, it's not because we hate it—it's because those nominations needed to get in touch for the contenders into the top five. We understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest,
but if you're the favorite, we want to hear about it. Do you have any suggestions for The Bedo Five? Send us an email to hivefive@lifehacker.com.Photo Melina Manferinati. manaforty .
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